T H E N E W G E N E R AT I O N O F E N G I N E E R E D S U R FA C E S

RECOMMENDED
FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

Fabrication Guideline
Product Details:
Calacatta Oro (Polished) book match available
†

Statuario Grigio (Polished) † book match available
Grafite Grigio (Honed)
Super White (Honed)
Onyx Verde (Polished)
Tundra Grigio (Honed)
Elba Bianco (Polished)

Specifications:
Slab size: 3200 x 1600 mm
Thickness: 20mm +/- 1.5mm
Composition: ≤ 28% quartz *, recycled glass, resins
Full bodied material with natural flow vein
Printed surface

7. F
 ollowing glue application and clamping of edges, ensure
removal of excess glue with an alcohol-based surface
cleaner. Taping along the edges can also minimise contact
with glue and damage to the surface print.
AVOID: removing excess glue by polishing. Polishing the
surface may cause damage to the surface print.
8. F
 or the best fabrication result, Smartstone recommends a
maximum 2mm arris edge on either a 20mm polished edge
or a mitred /apron edge. Minimising the arris will maintain
as much of the printed surface as possible.
9. I brido’s precise print technology means that Statuario
Grigio and Calacatta Oro can be perfectly booked matched
using left and right print versions.
†
Click here for book match options
Edge Profile Examples:

Recommended Fabrication Techniques:

Classic 20mm edge

1. Use a standard diamond blade that would typically be used
to fabricate engineered stone.
2. D ue to the harder composition of Ibrido, we recommend
reducing the blade speed to be 10-20% slower than
standard Engineered stone fabrication speed. This will vary
depending on machinery used.

Mitred edge
2mm Arris

3. Trim all edges of the slab by 10mm to remove any
ink bleed marks.

Adhesive

4. C
 ut-outs for sinks and appliances can be cut from anywhere
on the slab and still retain the natural flow vein in the body
of the slab. Click here for natural flow vein

Shadow edge

5. For a mitred edge it is recommended that that edges are cut
at a 47-degree angle to allow for a good adhesive bond and
minimal arris edge.
6. S parrow pick internal side of mitred edge to prepare surface
for any standard engineered stone adhesive including
Smartstone’s colour matched adhesives.

* Safety Data Sheet is available for Ibrido surfaces.
Click here for Safety Data Sheet

Disclaimer: When fabricating Ibrido or any Smartstone surface,
we recommend the Smartstone fabrication guidelines be adhered to.
Click here for Fabrication Guidelines

